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Optimal Hankel Norm Identification of Dynamical Systems 

Siep Weiland and Anton A. Stoorvogel 

Abstract 

The problem of optimal approximate system identification is addressed with a 
newly defined measure of misfit between observed time series and linear time-invariant 
models. The behavioral framework is used as a suitable axiomatic setting for a oon
parametric introduction of system complexity and a notion of misfit of dynamical 
systems which is independent of system representations. The misfit function introduced 
here is characterized in terms of the induced norm of a Hankel operator associated with 
the data and a co-inner kernel representation of a model. Two optimal approximate 
identification problems are considered in this framework. New conceptual algorithms 
are proposed or optimal approximate identification of time series. 
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1 Introduction 

The problem of identifying models from observed time series is of paramount importance 
in identification theory and is at the basis of many investigations in descriptive sciences and 
control and estimation theory. A key issue in model identification is to find a compromise 
between model accuracy and model complexity. Accurate models are characterized by their 
ability to reproduce observed time series of a data generating system with high precision. 
The complexity of a dynamical system is an indicator of the size (or dimension) of the 
number of independent time series which are compatible with the laws defining the system. 
Following Popper's philosophy on assuming falsifiability as a criterion for assessing model 
quality, it is logical to formalize a framework in which simple and accurate models are 
considered most useful because they explain observed data well and are more likely to 
falsify other obervations than complex models. 

It is the purpose of this paper to present new criteria for model accuracy and model complexity 
and to study their implications for the approximate model identification problem. We 
depart from the standard setting of the identification problem by refraining from a-priori 
assumptions on the input-output structure of the to be identified system. Roughly speaking, 
model complexity is defined in terms of the total degree of freedom to uniquely specify 
a trajectory of the system. Autonomous models are viewed as the least complex systems 
irrespective of their state space dimension. A natural distance measure between data and 
model is introduced which is independent of representations of models. It is shown that 
this non-parametric misfit measure corresponds to the Hankel norm of an operator which is 
associated with the data and with co-inner kernel representations of the model. With this 
characterization, the misfit between data and model can actually be computed. Two optimal 
approximate identification problems are formulated which consider complexity and misfit 
as optimization criteria. Algorithms are given to compute optimal approximate models by 
performing optimal Hankel norm reductions. 

We believe that the identification methods discussed here have important implications not 
only for applications in system identification, but also for problems related to data reduction, 
model approximation, the analysis of model uncertainty and robust control. 

The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we define a model class of linear shift-invariant 
complete and closed subsets of 12. It is shown that systems in this class can be represented 
both as the kernel as well as the image of a rational operator. These operators allow for 
interpretations both in the time and the frequency domain. The equivalence class of all kernel 
representations defining the same system is characterized. In section 3 the identification 
problem is addressed. It is shown that for an important class of time series the least complex 
models which are able to reproduce the data are autonomous. All models which do not falsify 
the data are derived from such an autonomous model in a straightforward way using a simple 
parametrization. Definitions for system complexity and misfit between model and data are 
given in section 4. System complexity is characterized in terms of kernel representations 
and the misfit function is characterized as the induced norm of a Hankel operator which is 
defined by the data and whose domain of definition is the orthogonal complement of the set of 
trajectories compatible with a model. Two types of optimal approximate modeling problems 
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are formalized and partially solved in section 5. Conceptual algorithms are discussed in this 
section. The general identification problem to minimize misfit under a complexity constraint 
is further considered in section 6. A suboptimal solution is presented and the optimization 
problem is reformulated and characterized as an algebraic problem and a functional analytic 
problem. Conclusions of the paper are deferred to section 7. 

The notation used in the paper is standard. For any subset of integers T S; Z we denote by 
12(T. JR'I) the set of functions W : T --> JR'I for which 

II W II~:= L II w(t) 112 < 00. 
lET 

Here. 1/ . // is the standard Euclidean norm in JR'I. If dimensions of objects are understood 
from the context and if T = Z+ := Z n [1.00) then we write Ii for 12(Z+. JR'I). Let 
£.2 denote the space of all functions defined on IC which are square sum mabie on the 
unit circle Iz E IC / /z/ = l}. Any such function can be expanded as a power series 
L,EZ w(t)C' . Z E IC. with w E 12(Z. W). Let Hi and Hz denote the Hardy spaces of 
square summable functions on the unit circle with analytic continuation outside and inside 
the unit circle. respectively. Similarly. H6a and H-;;' denote the Hardy spaces of complex 
valued functions which are bounded on the unit circle with analytic continuation in /z/ < I 
and Iz I > I. respectively. We will use the prefix R to denote rational elements of Hardy 
spaces. i.e .• RHi. RH-;;'. etc. Clearly. Hi and Hz are Hilbert spaces with their natural 
norms and inner products and £.2 = Hz (f) Hi- We will write n+ and n~ for the canonical 
projections of £.2 onto Hi and Hz. respectively. 

2 Rational representations of dynamical systems 

Following the framework of Willems [6. 8l. a model. or a system. is any subset 6 of the 
power set WT of all functions w : T --> W. That is. a system is viewed as a collection of 
trajectories 6 S; WT A system 6 is called an 12 system if 6 S; Iz(T. W). Throughout this 
paper we consider discrete time systems defined for positive time. i.e .• it is assumed that 
T = Z+ = It E Z / t > OJ. 

A few basic concepts of the behavioral framework need to be reviewed here. A system 6 
is called linear if 6 is a linear subspace of W T • it is said to be shift invariant if a 6 S; B. 
Here. a denotes the lIsual shift (aw)(t) = w(t + I). A system is said to be complete if 
W/[I.I] E B/[1.I] for all t > 0 implies that wEB. A system B is said to be autonomous 
if there exists at> 0 such that the mapping "I : 6 --> 61[1./]. defined by the restriction 
",(W) := wl[I.I]. is injective. Trajectories of an autonomous system are therefore uniquely 
determined once their values are known on a sufficiently long time interval. A system is 
called controllable if for all WI. Wz E 6 and all 10 ::: O. there exists II ::: 10 and wEB such 
that: 
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A controllable system has therefore the property that any trajectory in its behavior can be 
steered in finite time to any other trajectory in the behavior of the system. 

Let Iffiz denote the class of all linear, shift invariant, complete and closed subsets of 
12 (Z+, Il~n. A model 0 E Iffiz can be represented as the kernel (or null space) of a rational op
erator. Let e E RH;;;' have dimension g x q and let 0 denote the shift (ow)(t) = w(t + 1). 
Associate with e an operator e(o) : 12(Z+, ffin --+ 12(Z+, ffin as follows. Write 

e(o) := eo + ew + ... + ewk +... (2.1) 

where ek E JRK xq are constant real matrices which uniquely define the Laurent series 
expansion e(z) = L~o ekZk with z E C. Then e(o) : w r-> v := e(o)w is well defined 
by the convolution of the sequences {elk and w(k). Consider the equation 

e(o)w = 0 (2.2) 

which defines a system 0 by putting 

B = Oker(e) := {w E Ii I e(o)w = O}. (2.3) 

Any such e is said to be a kernel representation of O. Note that Oker(e) is a linear, time 
invariant and closed subset of 12(Z+, JRq). We call this a "full rank" kernel representation if 
e has full rank as a rational matrix. 

Let B be defined as the image of 0 under the Laplace transform, i.e., wEB if and only if 
w(z) = LI>o W(t)Z-1 for w E 0 and z E C. As stated before, D+ denotes the canonical 
projection D+ : 1:.2 --+ Hi- Then (2.3) is equivalently described in the frequency domain 
by 

Remark 2.1 At this stage it is important to note that a kernel representation e E RH;;;' of 
a dynamical system 0 E Iffiz can be interpreted as either a time domain operator acting on Ii 
signals or as the Hi kernel of D+e viewed as a multiplicative operator. We emphasize that 
in the present setting initial values of signals w E Oker(e) are not constrained to be zero. 
Elements of Ii should therefore not be thought of as signals wE 12(Z, JR'I) which are zero 
for non-positive t E Z. Signals on Z+ with transient phenomena are naturally considered in 
this framework. Moreover, autonomous systems appear naturally in the above description of 
dynamical systems. As an example, the rational function e(z) = (z-O.5)/(z+2) E RH;;;' 
has expansion (2.1) with 

{ 
-1/4 

ek = (-5/4)(-1/2)k 
for k = 0 
for k ~ I 

which yields thatthe Ii kernel ofe(o) consists of exponentials of the form w). (t) := 1.(1/2)' 
with t > 0 and A E lit This clearly defines a non-trivial autonomous system. The Hi kernel 

of D+e equals Bker(e) = {A(z - 0.5)-1 I A E Jlt Z E IC}. Note that the Hi kernel of e 
(when viewed as a multiplicative operator) contains only the trivial function W = 0 which, 
forthis reason, is a less appealing representation to describe dynamical systems. Also, e (0) 
contains only w = 0 in its kernel when 12(Z, JR) is taken as its domain of definition. 
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Kernel representations of systems are never unique. A characterization of non-uniqueness 
of kernel representations will be used in the sequel and is given in the following theorem. 

Theorem 2.2 For i = 1,2, let e i E R1t~ be a full rank kernel representation of Bi = 
Bke,(ei). Then BI = /32 ifand only if there exist a unit l V E RlI.~ such that e2 = vel. 

Proof. (if) Suppose thaI e2 = vel for some unit V E RlI.~. Let W E BI and observe that 
v := eilD E 11.2. Then also Vv = vel W = e2W E 11.2 which implies that I1+e2W = o. 
Hence W E B2 from which we conclude that BI S; B2. The reverse inclusion follows from 
a similar argument by using that e l = V- I e2 with V-I E RlI.~. 

(only if) We first show that BI S; B2 => e2 = VI el for some VI E RlI.~. To see this, first 
observe that 

Bker(8t) = {w E lI.i I (epi!, v) = 0 for all v E lI.i} = 

= {w E lI.i I (w, elv) = 0, for all v E lI.i} = 

(im ei).L 

where el : lI.i --> lI.i is the dual operator el (z) = e1 (Z-I) E RlI.-:;'. 
BI S; ~ implies that Bf S; Bt which in tum implies that im e2" S; im el . 

(2.4) 

Therefore, 

We can extend ei from a multiplicative operator from lI.i to lI.i to a multiplicative 
operator from lR(s) to lR(s). We claim that also for this extended operator there holds 
im El2" S; im Ell. Indeed, suppose contrary to what we want to prove that there exists 
v E lR(s) such that El;~v </. im e l . Let U E lR(s) be invertible and such that Vu E lI.i. By 
assumption, there exists hE lI.i such that e2"vu = elh. But then e2"v = elhu- I with 
vu- I E lR(s) which yields a contradiction. 

e l has full column rank as a rational matrix. Hence, there exists a rational matrix (3f such 
that er81 = I. Then it is easy to check that the inclusion of the images over the field lR(s) 
implies that 82" = e·,v, where V, := efe2". It remains to show that VI is antistable, 
i.e., VI E RlI.~. 

Since im e2" S; im 81 with 8i viewed as an operator from lI.i to lI.i, for all V2 E lI.i 
there exists VI E lI.i such that 82v2 = eivi. Note that e l (V,v2 - VI) = O. Since el 
has full column rank as a rational matrix, this implies VI-V2 = VI E 1I.i- Since V2 is an 
arbitrary element of lI.i we find that V, maps lI.i to lI.i and hence VI is in RlI.~. 

Similarly, from the reverse inclusion B2 S; BI we infer that 3V2 E RlI.~ such that 
Ell = U2El2. Therefore, El2 = U,U2El2 and e, = U2U,El, which implies that U,V2 = 
V2VI = I. In particular, it follows that VI and V2 are square matrices and units in RlI.~ 
which yields the result. 0 

Besides kernel representations, systems with behavior B E IBlz also admit image represen
tations. However, for details on image representations in this framework we refer to [11]. 

I A unit U E R1tco is a square matrix: with entries in R'H~ whose inverse V-I exists and also belongs to 
n1-£~. 
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If B E lJI,z has complexity2 e(B) = (m, n), then 13 admits an image representation in the 
frequency domain: 

where IjI E 1V-t/;, is a square matrix offul! rank which admits a partitioning IjI = [ljIe ljIal 

where ljIe E 1V-lt, is of dimension q x m and ljIa E R1-lt, is of dimension q x (q - m). The 
matrices ljIe and ljIa constitute a decomposition of 13 in a controllable and an autonomous 
part. Precisely, 13 = Be + Ba where Be = n+ IjI e.c~ is the controllable part of 13 and 

Ba = n+ ljIu 1-l:; is a (non-unique) autonomous part of B. In particular, we infer that 

• B is autonomous if and only if 

with ljIa E R1-lt, a square matrix offull rank. 

• B is controllable if and only if 

13 = ( n+ljles Is E.c2 ) 

with ljIe E R1-lt, a (possibly) non-square matrix. 

Using the fact that a kernel representation is unique up to multiplication we can easily see 
that there exists a kernel representation with e E R1-l~ a co-inner matrix3. We can then 
construct an image represention from such a co-inner kernel representation. 

Suppose that B = Bkec(e) with e co-inner. If B is autonomous (i.e., e is square) there 
holds 

13 = {n+e~s Is E 1-l:; } 

Otherwise first construct ee such that: 

is a square and inner matrix in R1-l~. If B is controllable then 

and, in general, we get: 

2 A formal definition of system conplexity is given in section 4. 
3 A matrix e E 'R1-f~ is called co-inner if it is norm preserving on the orthogonal complement of its kernel 

or, equivalently, ifee- = I where e~(z):= eT(z-I). 
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3 Data and nnfalsified models 

Consider a finite set of q dimensional time-series 

Wi : T ~ W, i = I, ... ,n (3.1) 

where n > 0 is the number of observed time-series, T <; IR is the time set and W := JR'I is 
the signal space in which the observed variables take their values. A fundamental problem 
is to find an optimal model which explains this data. 

A system 8 is unfalsijied by the data (3.1) if Wi E 8 for i = 1, ...• n. A system 81 is said 
to be more powerful than 82 if 81 <; 82. Hence, the more powerful a system is, the more 
trajectories it refutes, Ihe more likely it is able to falsify observations. 

The most powerful unfalsifted model in 1Bz, based on the data (3.1), is a model 8 MPUM E IBz 
which is unfalsified by (3.1) and which is more powerful than any other unfalsified model 
8 E 1Bz. It has been shown (see [6,8]) that for any data set (3.1) with Wi E 12(Z+, W) the 
most powerful unfalsilled model 8 MPUM E IBz for (3.1) exists and is unique. 

Let W denote the Lap!lace transform of the data matrix [WI, ...• wn1, i.e., 

- -I - -2 W(z) := W(l)z + W(2)z + ... , (3.2) 

where Wet) = [WI (t), ... , Wn (I)]. t E Z+ The Laplace transform then defines a bijection 
between the data (3.1) and W. We will make the following assumption on the data 

Assumption 3.1 W '= R1if, 

Remark 3.2 Typical examples of these data sets include finite length measurements, finite 
sets of frequency response measurements and polynomial exponential time-series. A study 
of data sets of this type recently appeared in [2]. See [9] for a methodology to approximate 
data sets by polynomial-exponential time series which satisfy assumption 3.1 using risk 
minimization techniques. 

The exact modeling problem amounts to characterizing the set of all kernel representations 
of unfalsified models of the data (3.1). Let M denote the family of all kernel representations 
of (3.1), i.e., 

;1.1 := {8 E R1i~ I n+8Wi = 0, i = 1, ... , n}. 

The following theorem gives a complete characterization of all unfalsified models of (3.1) 
[11. 

Theorem 3.3 Suppos.e that assumption 3.1 holds and suppose that W = 8;;~UM \jIMPUM is a 
left coprime factorization over R1i~ of W. Then 

I. 8 MPUM E M 
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3. BMPUM is an autonomous system. 

Moreover, 
M = IEJ I EJ = AEJMPUM with A E RH~) 

Theorem 3.3 has the interpretation that all unfalsified models (2.3) for the data (3.1) are 
generated from the most powerful unfalsified BMPUM by left-multiplication of a kernel repre
sentation EJMPUM of BMPUM by elements A E RH~. 

Note that EJMPUM is a square q x q rational matrix which, by theorem 2.2, is uniquely 
determined up to pre-multiplication by units in RH~. Observe also that the corresponding 
autonomous behavior Bke«EJ) is a finite dimensional subspace of Hi. 

4 The approximate modeling problem 

In order to formalize the approximate modeling problem we will specify the complexity 
of a system B E lI!.z together with a criterion of misfit which expresses to what extent 
a model fails to explain a given data set (3.1). Approximate modeling then amounts 
to finding minimal misfit models which satisfy a complexity constraint or, alternatively, 
finding minimal complexity models subject to a tolerated misfit constraint between model 
and data. 

4.1 Model complexity 

The more trajectories a system can generate, the higher its complexity. We formalize this 
by first introducing the relative complexity of a system viewed over time segments of length 
t > 0(7). 

Definition 4.1 The relative complexity Crel of a dynamical system B E lI!.z is defined as 
Crel : Z+ x lI!.z --> ~ with 

(t B) 
._ dim(BI[l.t]) 

ere!. ,- . 
t 

Clearly, for B E lI!.z the function Crel (-, B) is monotone non-increasing. Therefore, the limit 
lim,_.", Crd(t, B) exists. System complexity is defined in terms of the limit behavior of C",l 

as follows. 

Definition 4.2 The complexity C of a dynamical system B E lI!.z is a mapping C : lI!.z --> 
[0, q) x [0, (0) defined as c(B) := (m(B), n(B» where 

m(B) .

n(B) .-

lim Crel (t, B) 
HOC 

lim t(Crel(t, B) - m(B» 
HOC 
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Remark 4.3 It has been shown in [7] that the complexity is a well defined integer valued 
function from B:! to [0, q] x [0,00). Intuitively, m(B) indicates the dimension of the 
subspace of the external signal space lR'I which is not restricted in any time interval by the 
laws of B. Its complement p(B) := q - m(B) can be interpreted as the minimal number of 
independent laws which define B. One can therefore think of m(B) as the dimension of the 
input-space and pCB) as the dimension of the output space in any input-output representation 
of B. The number nCB) denotes the rate of convergence of the relative complexity Crel(·, B) 
to m(B) and corresponds to the dimension of the space of initial conditions of B. That is, 
nCB) equals the state space dimension in any minimal state space representation of B. 

It has been shown in [7] (Theorem 25) that m(B) and nCB) are well defined for any B E B:!. 
There exists an elegant relation between the complexity of a system B E B:! and the number 
and degree of independent laws which constitute a kernel representation of B. Consider 
all e E RH;;' such that B = Bk .. (e). An element e* E RH;;' in this set is said to be a 
minimal kernel representation of B if (i) e* has full rank and (ii) it has minimal McMillan 
degree in the set of all kernel representations of B. 

Proposition 4.4 [7 J Let B E B:! and suppose that e* is a minimal kernel representation oj 
B. Then its complexity c(B) = (m(B), nCB)) where m(B) = q - rank (e*) and nCB) is the 
McMillan degree oJl'>*. 

We impose a lexicographic ordering on system complexities. That is, c(B,) s c(B2) if either 
m(B,) < m(B2) or m(B,) = m(B2) and nCB,) S n(B2). Since for autonomous systems 
m(B) = 0, this ordering implies that autonomous systems are always regarded as less 
complex than non-autonomous systems. Further, a system B, with state space dimension 
n(B,) is considered more complex than B2 with n(B2) < n(B,) if the input dimensions are 
equal, i.e., if m(B,) ,= m(~). 

4.2 Misfit 

The discrepancy between model and data is formalized by a misfit function which is inde
pendent of specific parametrizations of the model. 

Consider an element v E Hi and associate with it the continuous linear functional (., v) : 
Hi -> IR defined by the natural inner product (w, v) in Ht. Then v naturally induces a law 

(w, v) = ° on Hi and if for all wEB we have (w, v) = 0, then v is refered to as a law 

compatible with the system B. For a given system B E ~, the error index of a law v E Hi 
is the functional 

(w, v) 
eB(V) := sup' II w II II v II 

WEB 

Note that eB(V) = 0 if and only if v is a law compatible with B. Further, ker(eB) = H.L is 
the set of all laws compatible with B. Here, 

H.L:= {v EHi I (w,v) = o for all w E HI 
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is the orthogonal complement in rci of B. 

Definition 4.5 The misfit between a model 8 and the data W is defined as 

{ 
(Wx, v) '.L } 

d(8, W) := sup IIvllllxll I v E 8 , x E H:; (4.1) 

where the inner product is the usual inner product in .c2 and the norms are the standard 
norms in the Hilbert spaces Hi and H:;. 

In (4.1), the data matrix W is viewed as an operator mapping elements of H:; into elements 
of .c2. Writing W = IL W + n+ w, then the image of W is naturally decomposed in 
the orthogonal sets W_ := n_ WH:; and W+ := n+WH:;. Since WE Hi, it follows 

that W+ is finite dimensional and, in fact, W+ = BMPUM • The misfit criterion can therefore 
equivalently be viewed as a distance measure between the most powerful unfalsified model 
implied by the data Wand a model 8 E llIz. This is established in the following proposition 
which is immediate from definition 4.5. 

Proposition 4.6 Suppose that 8 E llIz and W E Hi- Then 

{ 
(w,v) '.L'} 

d(8, W) = sup IIvllllwllw I v E 8 ,w E 8 MPUM (4.2) 

where 

II w IIw:= inf { II x III x E H:;, w = n+ Wx I 
The norm II . II w has therefore the interpretation of a 'data weighted' norm on the elements 
of the most powerful unfalsified model implied by W. 

Remark 4.7 We can interpret the misfit (4.1) as a measure of how far the principal axes of 
the data matrix W violate laws of the form (w, v) = 0 where v E ker(eB) = B.L specify the 
laws which are implied by the model 8. 

Remark 4.8 Note that d (8, W) 2: 0 and d (8, W) = 0 if and only if 8 is unfalsified by the 
data. Moreover, it is important to observe that the misfit 4.1 is independent of representations 
of systems 8 E llIz. 

Remark 4.9 It is interesting to point out the relation between the expression (4.2) and the 
gap between the linear closed subspaces 8 C; It and the optimal model 8 MPUM C; It of the 
data. The gap [3, 4]is defined as 

{ 
(w,v) '.L '} 

g(8, 8 mpum ) := sup IIvllllwll I v E 8 ,w E 8 MPUM 

where the inner product and norms are taken in Hi. Note that the misfit measure d 
incorporates a weighting along the principal axes of the data matrix W, whereas the gap 
depends only on the image of n+ Wunder H:;. 
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Example. As an example, let q = I and let the data be given by WI (t) = At
l , W2(1) = £A~, 

where lAd < I, IA21 < I, t E Z+ and E > O. Then W(z) = [(z - AI)-I E(Z - A2)-I] and 
the corresponding most powerful unfalsified model is obviously given by 

Hence, for any E # 0, 8 MPUM does not discriminate between its basis components WI = Atl 

and W2 = EA~ which determine the model. Consequently, in any model approximation 
procedure a first order approximate model 8 = span At of 8 MPUM is independent of the value 
of E, whereas from an identification point of view it seems logical to explicitly take this 
value into account as part of an approximate identification routine. 0 

The following result is crucial in the sequel and relates the misfit (4.1) to the Hankel norm 
of a specific operator. Let G be a matrix with entries which are analytic on the unit circle 
(z E IC I Izi = I] and associate with G the following norms 

II G IIH+ 
II IT+Gx II 

.- sup 
II x II xe1-Ci 

IIGk 
II IT_Gx II 

.- sup 
II xii xe'Hi 

Then IIGIIH+ is the induced norm of the Hankel operator r~ := IT+G viewed as a multi
plicative operator from rei to 1ti. Similarly, II G II H_ is the induced norm of the Hankel 
operator ra := IT_G mapping 1ti to its range in 1t::;. The norms are, respectively, refered 
to as the positive and negative Hankel norms associated with G. The following theorem 
is the main result of this section and shows that the misfit function (4.1) can in fact be 
computed as the Hankel norm of an operator. 

Theorem 4.10 Let e E R.1t~ be a co-inner kernel representation of a system 8 E Ja:,. 
Then 

Proof. First note that with e co-inner, 

where we used (2.4) and the fact e- is norm preserving (or inner). We can write 

II IT_ W-vll I(IT_ W-v, W-v)1 
sup = sup < 

VEBL IIvll VEBL IIvIlIlIT_ W-vli -

I(x, W-v)1 I(Wx, v)1 

VEB~~~E1t2 IIvllllxll VEB~~~E1t2 IIvll ilxli 
< 

-. d(8, W). 



4.3 Formal problem statement II 

The reversed inequality follows by the Schwartz inequality 

IIW-IBJ.IIH_ 
IIn- W-vll IIn- W-vllllxll 

.- sup 
IIvll 

sup 
veBl. veBl., xE1-Ci IIvllllxll 

> 
I(x, W-v)1 I(Wx,v)1 

sup sup 
veBl., xe1f:; IIvllllxll vEBJ., xEH, IIvll IIxll 

-. d(B, W). 

o 

Using theorem 2.2 it is easily seen that every B E Iffi:! admits a co-inner kernel representation 
B = Bke«El). The relationship between (positive) Hankel norms and Hankel singular 
values is well known [5] and yields the following corollary as an immediate consequence of 
theorem 4.10. 

Corollary 4.11 Let B be a closed subset of ri and let W E 'Hi be rational. Then 0 :::: 
d(B, W) :::: "max(W) where "max denotes the maximal Hankel singular value of W. 

4.3 Formal problem statement 

The question of approximate model identification usually amounts to minimizing the misfit 
between data and model subject to a complexity constraint on the class of admissible 
models. In the context of the above definitions of system complexity and misfit this leads to 
the following mathematical formulation of the identification problem. 

Identification problem PI: Given data represented by W E 'Hi. together with a tolerated 
complexity C'ol = (m'ol, ntol) with m'ol ~ 0 and n'ol ~ O. Find models B E Iffi:! of complexity 
c(B) :::: Ctol such that the misfit d(B, W) is minimized. 

We will therefore be interested in all models B E Iffi:! that minimize the misfit under 
a complexity constraint. An equally interesting methodology amounts to specifying a 
maximal tolerated misfit between data and model and searching for a minimal complexity 
model which meets a misfit constraint. 

Identification problem P2: Given data represented by W E 'Hi and a tolerated misfit level 
d'ol ~ O. Find models B E Iffi:! of misfit d(B, W) :::: d'ol such that the complexity c(B) is 
minimized. 

We will address both problems in the remainder of the paper. 

5 Optimal approximate models 

We first consider identification problem PI where the tolerated complexity C'ol = (0, k) for 
some k ~ O. Problem PI then amounts to finding optimal autonomous systems of prescribed 
dimension which minimize the misfit (4.1). The following theorem provides a complete 
solution to this problem. 
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Theorem 5.1 Let WE H~ be given by (3.2) and suppose that Assumption 3.1 halds. Let 
al 2: a2.·· 2: ak :': .... 2: an > ° be the ordered Hankel singular values of W. Let 
Wk E H~ be an optimal Hankel norm approximation of W with McMillan degree k and let 
Bk define the most powerful unfalsifted model associated with the data Wk. Then 

1. Bk E Iffiz is autonomous with complexity c(Bt} ::: (0, k) 

2. d(Bko W} = ak-,I 

3. {c(B~}::: (0, k)} =} {d(Bk, W} 2: d(Bko W)). 

Conclude from Theorem 5.1 that 

Bk E atg min {d(B, W} I BE Iffiz, c(B} ::: (0, k}l. 

In other words, Bk is aI solution of the approximate identification problem PI with tolerated 
complexity Clol = (0, k). The following conceptual and constructive procedure for the 
computation of a kernel representation of Bk can be derived from Theorem 5.1. 

Algorithm 1: Given the data (3.1) and a number k 2: 0. 

I. Define the rational function W E RH~ according to (3.2). 

2. Compute an optimal Hankel nomn approximant Wk of W with McMillan degree k. 
See [5]. 

3. Let Wk = El~;U".k IVk be a left coprime factorization over RH-;'" of Wk· 

4. Put Bk = Bker(IOlMPuM.k). 

We emphasize the conceptual nature of Algorithm 1. It requires the explicit construction 
of the high order rational matrix W as input for an optimal Hankel nOmn approximation 
routine. A more direct construction of Wk on the basis of the original data is a topic of 
further investigation. 

Proof. (o/Theorem 5.1.) Part I is one of the basic properties of the most powerful unfalsified 
model. We focus on part 2 and 3. Let Elk be a co-inner kernel representation of Bk. We 
obtain: 

IIEh WIIH+ = 118dW - WklIlH+ = II(W- - W;)8;;k = 
= II(W- - W;}Lmr-l,IIH_ ::: II(W- - W;)IIH_ = ak+1 (5.1) 

Thus, by theorem 4.10 we have d(Bk, W) ::: ak+l. Let e E RH-;'" be a co-inner kernel 
representation of some arbitrary autonomous behavior 8 of complexity c(8} ::: k. Define 
nB as the orthogonal projection onto 6. Clearly, nB has rank less than or equal to k. 
Furthennore, 



since 1 - n 13 is an orthogonal projection onto im e-. We get 

lIeWIIH+ = IIw-e-k = IIW-U- nB)k = IIW- - W-nBk 
2: O"k+l· 

13 

(5.2) 

The last inequality follows from the fact that, since nB has rank k, n_ w-nB is, as a rank 
k approximant of n_ W-, never closer (in Hankel norm) than the optimal Hankel norm 
approximant. It is well known that the optimal Hankel norm approximant results in an error 
equal to ak+1 and the result follows. (5.2) proves part 3 while (5.1) together with (5.2) for 
e = 8k proves part 2. 0 

Next, consider problem P2. A complete solution of this optimal identification problem is 
given by the following theorem. 

Theorem 5.2 Let W E 'Hi be given by (3.2) and suppose that Assumption 3.1 holds. Let 
dlDl ": 0 be the maximal tolerated misfit and let 0"1 ": a2 ... ": an > 0 be the ordered Hankel 
singular values of W. Define 

if d,ol < O"n 

if ak > d'ol ": O"k+ I 
if d'ol > 0"1 

where BMPUM is the most poweiful urifalsified model of W and Bk is the model defined in the 

last step of Algorithm I. Then 

2. Bd'ol E ~ is autonomous 

3. Bd'ol = arg min {c(B) I B E~, d(B, W) s d'ol! 

Proof. The statements are obvious if d'ol < an or d'ol > al. If d'ol > 0 is such that ak > 
d'ol ": 0"k+1, then theorem 5.1 states that Bd,ol is autonomous and d(Bd'ol' W) = ak+1 S d'ol 
and c(6",ol) S (0, k). This yields the first two claims. Next, suppose there exists B E ~ 
with d(6, W) S d'ol and c(6) = (m', k') < c(B'ol)' Then, necessarily, m' = 0 and k' < k 
so that, by theorem 5.1, d(B, W) ": ak > d'ol. Hence, B violates the misfit constraint. 
Conclude that Bd'ol satisfies part 3 of the statement. 0 

Conclude from theorem 5.2 that Bd'ol is a solution of identification problem P2. 

6 Minimizing the misfit - the general case 

In this section we reconsider problem PI for the case where 0 < m,ol S q, i.e., we wish to 
minimize the misfit in the class of non-autonomous systems of given complexity. 
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6.1 A suboptimal solution 

The following result yields a partial solution to problem PI in the sense that it characterizes 
a set of models with pmscribed complexity and bounded misfit. 

Theorem 6.1 Let W satisfy assumption 3.1 and let 6k be the autonomous model defined in 
theorem 5.1. Then all models 6 E ~ with 6k <;: 6 have misfit d(6, W) :::: 0k+1 where 0k+1 

is the (k + I)st largest Hankel singular value of W. In particular, if 6k = 6ke,(Eld, then for 
all A E R.H-;;' the system 6 := 6ker(AEld has misfit d(6, W) :::: 0k+I. 

Proof. If 6k <;: 6 then obviously 13-1 <;: iN. Suppose that 6k satisfies the hypothesis of the 
theorem. Then, by definition of the misfit (4.1) there holds 

{
(WX,V) '.1 } d(B, W) .- sup IIx II IIv II ; v E 6 , x E Hz 

< sup {i'~~'I:'~; v E at, x E Hz} 
d(6*, W) = Ok+1 

which yields the first claim. The remaining statements are an immediate consequence of the 
characterization of kernel representations in Theorem 3.3. 0 

Remark 6.2 If the input dimension m > 0 is fixed then Theorem 6.1 has the interpretation 
that the optimal autonomous model 6 k in Theorem 5.1 generates a class of models 6 = 
6ke,(AElMPUM.d parametrized by A E R.H-;;' of rank q - m which have guaranteed misfit 
less than or equal to the (k + I)st singular value of W. 

6.2 An algebraic characterization 

In the following we give an algebraic characterization of problem PI using state space 
representations of models 6 E~. By Proposition 4.4, any El E R.H~ for which the 
complexity c(6ker (El) ,= (m, k) can be written as El(z) = C(I z - A)-I B + D where, with 
p =q -m, 

(~ ~) E 1R(k+p)x(k+q). 

Associate with the quadruple (A, B, C, D) the equations 

x(t + 1) 

v(t) 

Ax(t) + Bw(t) 

= Cx(t) + Dw(t) 

which determine the output nulling state space system 

6 on (A, B, C, D) := {(w, x) E h(Z+, IRq+k
) I (6.2) is satisfied with v(t) = OJ. 

(6.1) 

(6.2) 



6.2 An algebraic characterization IS 

It is not entirely trivial to see that this set is non-empty. However, for wElt the state 
trajectory x(t) := - :L~o A -j-I Bw(t + j) is well defined for t > 0, belongs to It and 
satisfies the state equation (6.2). In fact, Bon(A, B, e, D) is a state space representation of 
Bker(El) in the sense that 

Bker(El) = {w E It I 3x E It such that (w, x) E Bon (A , B, e, D)}. 

Co-innerness ofEl is easily characterized in terms ofthe state space parameters (A, B, e, D). 
In fact, El is co-inner whenever 

( A B) (A B)T 
CDC D = I. (6.3) 

The misfit d (Bon (A , B, e, D), W) can be characterized in state space parameters as follows. 
Suppose that W(z) = H(zl - F)-IG has McMiJlan degree n. Then the rational transfer 
function El W admits a state space representation 

= (:H ~) ( ~~g~ ) + ( ~ ) u(t) (6.4) 

v(t) = (DH C) (XI(t) ) 
X2(t) 

Let X E IRkxn be a solution of the Sylvester equation 

AX - XF+ BH =0. (6.5) 

Since the sets of eigenvalues of A and F are disjoint, such an X exists. The positive Hankel 
norm of El W is equal to the largest Hankel singular value of the transfer function associated 
with the causal subsystem of (6.4). By performing the state space transformation 

( Xi ) = ( 1 0) ( XI ) 
X2 -x 1 X2 

the causal subsystem of (6.4) is defined by the state space parameters (F, G, (D H + eX), 0). 
The misfit is then equal to 

where UIlUlJ( denotes te maximal Hankel singular value. It is well known [5] that the 
Hankel singular values are obtained as the square roots of the eigenvalues of Lc L" where 

Lc, L" E lR" '" are the controllability and observability gramians defined as the unique 
solutions of the following two linear equations: 

Lc FLrFT + GGT 

L" = FT L"F + (DH + eX)T(DH + eX). (6.6) 

Choosing a suitable basis of the state space triple (F, G, H) it is possible to a priori scale 
the controllability gramian Lc = I. Problem PI is then equivalent to finding a quadruple 
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(A, B, C, D) of dimensions (6.1) satisfying (6.3) such that the largest eigenvalue of the 
solution Lo of (6.6) is minimal where X is given by the Sylvester equation (6.5). 

For such a quadruple (A, B, C, D) the misfit between B = Bon(A, B, C, D) and the data 
W is then equal to 

6.3 A functional 81nalytic approach 

We can also approach the problem studied in the previous section using image representations 
of models in 1It.1. We have the following expression for the misfit: 

deB, W) = sup sup (W x, v) 
xEJii VEB~ 

IIxll=III"II=1 

For each x E Hi, there exist WI E 81- C Hi and Wz E 8 c Hi such that 0+ W x = 
WI + W2. Hence: 

sup (Wx, v) = sup (O+ Wx, v) = sup (WI, v) = IIwIIi 
veEJ. veB..L veB.l 
IIvll=1 IIvll=1 IIvll=1 

We also have: 
IIwd\ = inf 110+ Wx - w211 

l1J2EB 

It is natural to restrict attention to controllable systems. A controllable system 13 with 
complexity c(13) = (m, k) is then characterized by a matrix W E RH-:;' of dimension q x m 

with McMillan degree k in the sense that: 

8 = {O+ Ws \ s E L2 } 

The complexity is measured by the number of columns and the McMillan degree of the 
rational matrix W. 

The misfit is then giv,en by the follOWing expression: 

d(13, W) = sup inf 110+ Wx - 0+WS1l2 
xe1-ri seC2 
IIxll=1 

Optimizing the above expression over s for fixed x (which is equivalent to solving a linear 
quadratic control problem) we find that there exists a matrix S E RLoo such that for fixed 
x E Hi the infimum is attained for an optimal Sx given by Sx := Sx. Minimizing the misfit 
over systems 13 E IIt.1 with complexity c(B) = (m, k) is then equivalent to: 

inf inf 1I0+W-0+WSII1L 
\II Se'RCoo ~ , 

where W varies over all rational matrices in Hi. with m rows and McMillan degree k. 
Although this general problem is agdin a Hankel nornl apprClxihlatio)\ problem, due to the . . , 
difficult structure in the approximating system, we were not able to find an explicit solution 
to this problem. 
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7 Conclusions 

In this paper we developed a method for optimal approximate modeling of time series. Both 
the complexity and the misfit between model and data have been defined in a representation 
independent way and we showed that the misfit criterion can be expressed in terms of 
the Hankel norm of an operator which is associated with the data and a co-inner kernel 
representation of the model. 

We emphasize that the approximate modeling procedures discussed here are based on the 
assumption that the Laplace transform of the data is rational and belongs to 1-Ci. In the 
time domain, this includes polynomial-exponential data, impulse responses of linear time
invariant lumped systems and many other signals of practical interest. In particular, finite 
support time-series or any finite set of frequency responses can be treated in the presented 
framework. The assumption on rationality of W can be replaced by the condition that W is 
a Hilbert-Schmidt operator without affecting the main results of the paper. 

The presented algorithms are conceptual of nature and are not intended as well suited 
numerical procedures for computing optimal approximate models. However, it should be 
emphasized that state space techniques can be used to completely implement the proposed 
method with purely algebraic manipulations on state space matrices. 

We finally remark that the matrix Wk defined in Theorem 5.1 has the interpretation of an 
approximate data set. The method proposed here has obvious implications for problems 
related to data reduction. More specifically, data sets consisting of finite samples of signal 
spectra can be condensed using the described methods. 
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